Maxicom®

The Worldwide Standard in Irrigation Central Control.

Solving Complex
Water Management
Problems While Saving
Irreplaceable Resources
“We really see Maxicom2 as an investment that
can provide substantial value. We're continuing to
explore all the ways it can enhance our efficiency
and pass those savings on to our customers.”
Tom Lewis, Director of Operations
Tierra Verde Resources, Inc.

Ideal Water Usage
• Use evapotranspiration (ET)
rates and accepted rainfall to
determine precisely how much
water to apply to each zone.

• Pause irrigation when it rains
and adjust irrigation schedules
to account for accepted rainfall.

• Prevent runoff on sloped areas.
• Prevent standing water in areas
with less absorbent soil types.

If you’re in charge of a singe or multi-site commercial or industrial
irrigation, you know the challenges of water management. And, if
you’re like other irrigation professionals, you’ve wanted an “intelligent”
irrigation system that lets you control one or many sites to your exact
specifications. Maxicom2® by Rain Bird makes irrigation management a
simple, accurate, and labor-efficient task. It’s a central control system that
helps you achieve superior water management effectiveness—at up to
hundreds of locations. Maxicom2 is ideal for municipalities, school districts,
Universities, resorts, Water Managers, park and recreation departments.

Increased Operational
Efficiencies
• Manage your irrigation program realtime and remotely versus physically
walking to and programming each
controller.

• Automated real-time capacity decisions
ensure irrigation completes even within
the most aggressive water windows.

• Real-time system monitoring detects
faults in main and lateral lines,
quarantines problem areas and
completes the irrigation cycle.

Cost Control
• Lower water bills by delivering just
the right amount of water at the
right time.

• More efficient and effective
watering leads to less mowing and
less fertilizing.

• Prevention of over- or underwatering reduces expensive
replacement of plant material due
to compaction, disease or wilting.

Making the Complex Simple
As the premier central control water management application for industrial and commercial end users Maxicom provides
solutions to problems caused by – shrinking irrigation budgets, micro climates, regularly changing and/or short water windows,
varying grades and slopes, variety of soil types, plant material diversity and reductions in staff. As the inventors of Central Control,
Rain Bird is constantly adding new capabilities to Maxicom to assist organizations in overcoming irrigation challenges.

Water Management Solutions Include:
Cycle+Soak™ – Slopes cause water

FloManager® – provides real-time

Flo-Watch™ – monitors hydraulic

to run off before it can be use by the
plant material and different soils hold
and absorb water at different rates.
Maxicom divides scheduled run times
into shorter cycles separated by soak-in
periods. Eliminates run-off caused by
tight soil conditions or steep slopes.

monitoring to determine optimal
zone operating sequence. The system
automatically selects and runs multiple
valves at the same time within hydraulic
parameters, enabling irrigation to complete
within short water windows.

conditions in the field, checking for
excessive or low flow conditions caused
by breaks in system piping or valve
malfunctions.

ET Checkbook – Maxicom uses
ET rates, weather data and amount
irrigated to calculate exactly how much
water needs to be applied to meet
plant material requirements. Maxicom
automatically adjusts station runtime or day cycle intervals to match
the landscape’s water requirements
preventing over or under watering.
™

RainWatch™ – monitors rain counting sensors, records rainfall and automatically reacts
to rainfall by interrupting irrigation, measuring rainfall and determining whether irrigation should be resumed or canceled. Rainfall
values are used to adjust station run times or
the number of days between operation.

Scheduling Logic Intelligence –
allows end user to build in scheduling logic. If
“X” occurs then do “Y”. User defined irrigation
responses to meet the unique needs of their
organization and environment.

Seek and Eliminate Excessive Flow
(SEEF) – automatically identifies
excessive flow conditions caused by line
breaks or broken heads. Identifies the
problem area, isolates and quarantines
the problem area, and continues
to irrigate the non affected areas
completing the irrigation cycle.
Low Flow Alarm (LFA) – automatically
identifies low flow conditions caused
by stuck valves, clogged lines, plugged
heads, failed solenoids, etc. Identifies
areas where flow falls below a predetermined threshold level, or when
there is no flow (zero flow) when flow is
expected. Alarms are logged with active
stations at the time of the alarm to assist
in locating the problem area.

System Features
•
•
•
•
•

Windows XP or Windows 7 (32-Bit and 64-Bit)
Home Premium, Professional and Ultimate
200+ Sites per System

•
•
•

Up to 112 Simultaneous Stations per CCU

•

Up to 2 Flow Sensors per Satellite in
Link Systems

5,600+ Satellites per System
Up to 28 Satellites per CCU
Up to 672 Satellite Stations per CCU

Up to 999 Programs per CCU
Up to 1 Flow Sensor per Available CCU
Channel in Two-Wire Systems

* GSP not available in all markets. Please contact your Rain Bird Representative for availability.

•
•
•
•
•

Up to 56 Weather Sensor Inputs per CCU
Map View – BMP, PDF, JPG
FREEDOM Remote Control System
Multiple Communication Options
System Purchase Includes Global
Support Plan (GSP)*

The Intelligent Use of Water.™
LEADERSHIP • EDUCATION • PARTNERSHIPS • PRODUCTS

At Rain Bird, we believe it is our responsibility to
develop products and technologies that use water
efficiently. Our commitment also extends to
education, training and services for our industry
and our communities.
The need to conserve water has never been greater.
We want to do even more, and with your help, we
can. Visit www.rainbird.com for more information
about The Intelligent Use of Water.™
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